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Introducing www.metascales.com. Learn GUITAR SCALES with Metascales. Metascales are the best guitar
scales available for your money because you will be able to play scales anywhere on the neck of the guitar
and still be in key!

June 3, 2010 - PRLog -- Introducing www.metascales.com  Learn GUITAR SCALES

Metascales are the best guitar scales available for your money because you will be able to play scales
anywhere on the neck of the guitar and still be in key! Most tutorials on guitar scales only show you a scale
near the nut of the neck, perhaps one in the middle of the neck and maybe one on the part of the neck
nearest to the sound hole, and that’s it. Metascales are 8 guitar scales that cover the whole neck of the guitar
so you will always have a scale available to play no matter where you are playing on the neck! Also, if you
move up or down a note in the scale on any given string you will instantly have a scale you can play in that
region of the neck, giving you infinite freedom to express your true feelings anywhere anytime! Just click
here to become a scale master!

# # #

Most companies have heard of and had staff use a variety of social tactics. That initial familiarity brings
companies to a stage of “I get it, but what next?”. That's where a Social Media Roadmap 2010.
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